March 19, 2013

Dr. R. Bowen Loftin
Office of the President
1246 TAMU
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843
Dear Dr. Loftin,
On September 21, 2012 I sent the original version of this letter (regarding the flawed beveled logo) to the
Chancellor, the Board of Regents, yourself, and the Athletic Director. On September 25th Regent Richard
Box informed me via email that they would look into the bevel issue and thanked me for my attention to
detail. Since everyone is extremely busy during football season I waited until after the Cotton Bowl and
emailed Regent Box for an update on January 15th. The Regent Chairman replied later that same day and
informed me that you and Jason Cook are dealing with this issue.
Starting with the official SEC announcement back in September of 2011 up to the SEC Championship in
Women‟s Basketball, Texas A&M has accomplished so much that it is overwhelming. Major
announcements such as the law school and the federal grant for the biodefense center came the summer
before the inaugural SEC football season. Aggies everywhere are proud of how far we have come. Texas
A&M has history and traditions that are very unique. Outsiders might not understand our traditions, but we,
as Aggies, do.
One thing that many other Aggies and I cannot understand is why marketing continues to push the beveled
aTm logo, which is the purpose of this letter. The beveling is geometrically incorrect, unbalanced,
aesthetically unappealing, lessens the impact of the Block T, and is just plain confusing. The white aTm
logo with gray bevel highlights over a maroon background is not an improvement. Light shining on the
angled, beveled surfaces of a white “T” will not appear gray. The purpose of beveling is to create a three
dimensional effect – our bevel does not accomplish that. Studies have proven that 3-D renderings executed
incorrectly create a sense of discomfort and unease. Is that what we want when people see our logo? Seeing
the beveled aTm logo over and over is like reading daily Texas A&M press releases with multiple
typographical errors. Some Aggies refuse to buy apparel with the beveled aTm logo. Our logo is important
– it is everywhere. The logo is the fundamental building block of our branding and marketing program. I
understand what Texas A&M is doing most of the time, but marketing‟s insistence on the continued use of
the beveled aTm logo baffles and frustrates many of us, including myself.
I think that I understand Texas A&M. I am Class of ‟87 and was in the Corps of Cadets. As a student, my
involvement included the following: Ross Volunteers, Corps Staff Public Relations, Muster Committee
Subcommittee Chair, Fish Camp Counselor and Co-Chair, Buck Weirus Spirit Award Winner, Sabre
Magazine Founder and Editor, Aggievision 87-88 Producer, and Old Main Society Founder and President.
In addition to this I helped build four on-campus student bonfires. I have three degrees from Texas A&M;
two undergraduate degrees and one graduate degree (MSLD).
In two noteworthy examples I have had very good instincts about what is good for Texas A&M and what
isn‟t. Back in June of 2010 when it looked as if Texas A&M was going to be stuck in the Big 12 I knew that
this wasn‟t the best long-term decision for A&M. As a former student and a fan I wasn‟t sure what I could
do to start a grass roots campaign to support the idea of Texas A&M joining the SEC. After giving it some
thought, starting in November of 2010, I made 6,000 SECede bumper stickers that I sent free of charge to
Aggies everywhere who were in favor of the SEC.

These bumper stickers became very popular. I ran out about the time of the official SEC announcement and
still get requests for them. T-shirt vendors had my permission to use the artwork for free. Wearing a
SECede t-shirt or putting a SECede bumper sticker on your car was a small gesture that Aggies could do to
show our support for what would eventually become a 100-year decision.

In 1994-1995, when I was in graduate school, I started an organization called Old Main Society. On April
3rd 1995 we had a meeting exploring the idea of restoring Military Walk. I‟m not sure anyone else was
discussing the restoration of Military Walk back in the mid-1990s. As we all know, eventually Military
Walk was restored in 2009-2010. Again, I can‟t take any credit for the restoration of Military Walk, but at
least we had the right idea back in 1995.

Over the past several years, the beveled aTm logo has been discussed often on TexAgs.com. Believe it
or not, there are hundreds of topics posted on the continued use of the flawed beveled logo on this popular
fan website. Keep in mind that if the bevel highlights were simply removed we would still have the same
traditional aTm logo used on the football helmet – the only mistake is the addition of these annoying,
incorrect bevel highlights.

As you know, TexAgs.com has grown into one of the largest and most successful college fan websites
anywhere - it is certainly one of the best. I have been a member of TexAgs since 1999 and upgraded to
premium access in 2012. Today there are over 50 different forums on TexAgs. In addition to the discussion
forums, TexAgs has sports and news content and is now broadcast on radio and television. TexAgs is also
relocating their studio and headquarters to Southgate. At any given time there are usually over 10,000
Aggies logged onto the website. The number logged on at any time can be seen on the lower right hand
corner of the website. The 12th Man Foundation, The Association of Former Students, the Texas A&M
Foundation and other A&M entities participate, contribute and cooperate with TexAgs.com.
What better place is there to easily and quickly find out how Aggies feel about a subject? Overall, Aggies
on TexAgs may be more passionate and more involved than some Aggies not in tune with the website on a
daily basis, but there is no reason to believe that opinions on TexAgs would be dramatically different than
those of Aggies not on the website. It is a fairly accurate gauge of public opinion and perception – at least
from the Aggie perspective. Numerous polls have been run on TexAgs with very unfavorable results for the
beveled logo, the primary mark for Texas A&M. Overall, every time a survey has been done on the
bevel, TexAgs members are roughly 2 to 1 against the beveled logo. This is a horrible result for our
primary mark. Can you imagine if two-thirds of fans at Michigan were against the bold maize and blue
“M”, if Tar Heel fans hated the overlapping Carolina Blue ligature “NC” logo, or if the majority of fans at
the University of Florida were against the orange and blue oval Gator logo? My guess is the fans of these
universities give their classic logos a 95% or higher approval rating, not support under 34%.

On February 15, 2013 lbmaggie2014 (not my user name) started a simple thumbs up/thumbs down poll
about the bevel on the A&M Football forum. The results were 112 against the bevel and 57 for the bevel
(33.7% Approval Rating); duplicate votes were not counted. The poll is linked here; below are comments
from the thread. http://texags.com/main/forum.reply.asp?topic_id=2270737&page=1&forum_id=5
Username:aggieband 83
Account Created:8/28/2005
Occupation:Wholesale nursery
Location:Wharton County, Texas
posted 10:42p, 02/15/13

Send that trashy thing back to Lubbock where it came from!

Username:Aggie Daddy
Account Created:9/17/2002
posted 7:50a, 02/16/13

We need a kill the bevel campaign.

Username:Rydyn
Account Created:8/31/2010
Location:Austin, TX
posted 3:01p, 02/16/13

Bevel it right or not at all. Current bevel is stupid.

On three occasions, an Aggie who goes by SpreadsheetAg on TexAgs (not my user name) polled the Texas
A&M community on the use of the bevel. All three of these polls showed awful numbers for a school’s
primary mark. SpreadsheetAg designed the poll so that Aggies could vote only once. In the first poll from
September 15, 2011, almost 58% of Aggies voted that they did not like the beveled aTm logo. Less than
36% voted that they liked the bevel. Over 800 Aggies voted in this poll. Below the original poll thread on
TexAgs.com is linked so that you can read the comments.
http://texags.com/main/forum.reply.asp?forum_id=5&topic_id=1918458

Here are some comments from the thread linked above:
Username:TGCGT
Account Created:11/16/2002
Occupation:business owner
Location:Bryan, Texas
posted 7:28a, 09/15/11

No, I do not and never have liked the bevel. Bring back the traditional block aTm. It is becoming very difficult to find
merchandise without the bevel but I still refuse to buy it and will continue to do so even if I have to have the stuff made
myself.

Username:McInnis80
Account Created:9/3/2002
posted 7:40a, 09/15/11

No to the bevel. One of the reasons the sips Longhorn works is that it is simple.

Username:AeroAg2012
Account Created:9/28/2009
Occupation:Graduate Student
Location:College Station, TX
posted 8:43a, 09/15/11

Kill the Bevel! It doesn't make any geometric sense!!!

Username:Aggie
Account Created:11/17/1999
Location:College Station
posted 9:19a, 09/15/11

no, and hell no to putting it on the football helmets. its bad enough they are on the baseball helmets

Username:The Lopper
Account Created:8/31/2003
posted 1:14p, 09/15/11

In all seriousness, is there any way we can get this changed back to the non bevel? I'm sure most students/alumni
prefer to have the block. Can we get some kind of petition started?

Username:pilgrim82
Account Created:10/29/1999
Occupation:technical director/writer
Location:Houston, TX
posted 5:22p, 09/15/11

No bevel, won't buy anything with the bevel on it, have even gone so far as to return gifts I've received with the bevel
on them...

Username:jenn96
Account Created:10/1/2004
Occupation:Graphic Design/Mapping/Commercial Real Estate Graphics
posted 1:51p, 09/27/11

No bevel, not in any incantation. It looks gimmicky and jr college on screen and like absolute poo when embroidered,
on clothing and hats. I loathe it.

Username:RingOfive
Account Created:2/24/2005
posted 6:45p, 09/27/11

Can someone please explain the bevel? It doesn't make sense. I'm assuming the T is supposed to be 3 dimensional,
but I don't see it. It's like an Escher drawing.

Username:njsienk
Account Created:3/28/2006
Occupation:Waste and Recycle Sales
Location:Houston, TX
posted 6:49p, 09/27/11

Let's take a sample: big 12-2-1 logo...beveled. sec logo...not beveled. you tell me which is better.

Username:turnag4
Account Created:3/6/2007
posted 8:53p, 09/27/11

No bevel! Get back to the solid letters - it's a stronger, cleaner look.

Username:bmc13
Account Created:9/23/2001
Occupation:'03, engineer
posted 6:25p, 10/05/11

the bevel is disgusting. it was a horrible decision. there is a lot of a&m merchandise that i DON'T and WON'T buy
because of the stupid beveled logo

Username:TexCalTex
Account Created:1/19/2011
posted 1:07p, 12/13/11

I will not buy anything with the current off-centered so-called bevel. I literally cringe everytime I see it in any media,
our baseball caps, or on campus facilities. It is a horrible horrible look.

Username:Maroon Dawn
Account Created:1/6/2004
posted 1:18p, 12/13/11

Look at all the classic Collegiate "letter" logos:
Carolina's "NC" ligature
Oklahoma's interlocking "OU"
Tennessee's "T"
Michigan State's block "S"
Virginia Tech's flying "VT"
All of them are white, non beveled letters on a back ground of their school's color. Simple, powerful, collegiate.
Get rid of the bevel. Let that be Tech's thing, not ours.

More than 1,300 Aggies voted in the second poll from May 13, 2012. Over 64% voted against the bevel
in three different categories and less than 17% were in favor of the beveled logo. Below the original
poll thread on TexAgs.com is linked so that you can read the comments from the second and third polls.
http://texags.com/main/forum.reply.asp?forum_id=5&topic_id=2085857&message_id=31264489&hi=1#r3
1264489

In the third poll, also from May 13, 2012, over 500 Aggies answered a simple question. More than 68% of
Aggies voted that Texas A&M should stop using the beveled logo. Just 24% of Aggies voted to continue
using the bevel.

Many Aggies are confused as to why these strange bevel highlights were added in the first place.
What was wrong with the classic Block aTm logo on the helmet? If the addition of the bevel highlights
made it easier to trademark our logo let‟s come up with something that isn‟t so embarrassing as incorrect
bevels from the 1990s. Coca-Cola has had their famous script logo since the late 1800s. It is powerful and
effective. The Coca-Cola Company could have changed it, but why change a symbol that is so simple and
classic?

This is our version of “Classic Coca-Cola”...

The beveled logo is our "New Coke"...

The debut of the beveled aTm logo is reminiscent of when The Coca-Cola Company introduced New Coke
back in 1985. Customers didn't like New Coke (most of them hated it) so the leading beverage company
was smart enough to bring back the original formula as Coca-Cola Classic in a relatively short period of
time. For whatever reason we've been stuck with New Coke (the beveled aTm logo) since 1999 even
though many Texas A&M fans don't like it. The Block aTm logo on our helmet is our "Classic Coke".
Texas A&M students, alumni and fans want the original formula back.
Back in the late 1990s bevels were somewhat of a fad and schools like Texas Tech came out and beveled
their logos. Most Aggies weren't surprised that Tech did this…it sort of went with their sparkle black bass
boat-themed helmets they wore at the time. However, most of us were surprised when about a year later in
1999 Texas A&M followed Tech and came out with the beveled aTm logo. Apparently RC Slocum wanted
more emphasis on the "T" and someone at Nike designed the bevel aTm logo. I don‟t think RC asked
anyone to put incorrect bevels on the “T”. Obviously he didn‟t like it very much or the bevel aTm would
have made it onto the helmet. The Aggie Joke in all of this was that Tech's bevel is correct; Texas A&M's
beveled aTm logo has been a mess from the very beginning.

The thirteen other schools in the SEC don’t use beveled logos. A classic, traditional mark is the
standard in the League of Champions. Our classic Block aTm fits in perfectly with the traditional logos
used by the other member institutions. Obviously beveled logos don‟t belong in the SEC.

Beveling college logos seems like more of a Big 12/1990s thing than something a school in the SEC
would do. If we must be the only school in the SEC with a cheesy, beveled logo let's at least get it correct.
Texas Tech, Tarleton State, Iowa State, Oklahoma State and the University of Houston all have beveled
logos, but to their credit these logos are rendered correctly – the beveled aTm logo is incorrect.

Many Aggies believe that Texas A&M should use the Block aTm logo on the helmet as our primary mark.
No one is proposing that we change the flawed beveled mark into a correctly beveled mark, but when
you see properly beveled logos it dramatically illustrates how poorly Texas A&M’s beveled logo is
rendered. No one can be quite sure what Nike was going for in 1999, but these examples below might give
us an idea of what the artist was trying to accomplish.
Correct Example

Current Incorrect Logo

Correct Example

More examples of correctly beveled Texas A&M logos
Trapezoidal Cross Sections

Triangular Cross Sections

Tennessee's Power T Logo

Tennessee's Power T with an A&M-Style Bevel

Issues with the current beveled aTm logo:












Several bevel highlights are missing
The raised bevels are not consistently centered within the “T”
There are awkward gaps and sloppy connections
If the “T” has a bevel shouldn't the “A” and “M” have one also?
Where the vertical center highlight almost touches the horizontal highlight towards the center of
the top of the “T” a bevel with a triangular peak or ridge is suggested. At the bottom right of the
“T” the trapezoid-shaped highlight indicates a flat surface for that bevel.
For a bevel to look convincing highlights and shadows should be monochromatic - variations of
the same color. Maroon with white highlights or white with maroon highlights doesn't make any
sense. A white “T” with gray highlights looks better than maroon highlights, but this is still
incorrect and isn‟t the solution.
Light shining on the angled, beveled surfaces of a maroon “T” would cause the bevels to appear
a lighter shade of maroon, not white. Light shining on the bevels of a white “T” obviously would
not appear gray or maroon.
On small embroidered items the acute angles of the trapezoid-shaped highlights are difficult to
replicate.
The smaller the beveled aTm logo gets the worse it looks. The beveled logo is not very versatile.
The bevel highlights clutter up the “T” and cause it to appear unbalanced with much more
emphasis on the right side of the “T” than the left. The classic Block aTm logo is nicely
balanced with the smaller “A” and “M” on either side of the larger “T” and no unnecessary
additions to throw off the symmetry.

Sometimes when we see something
everyday it becomes comfortable and
familiar to us and we fail to see the
flaws, but it doesn’t mean they aren’t
there. When you look at a mirror image
of the beveled logo it looks strange and
the flaws become more obvious. You
can see how almost all the highlights are
on one side of the logo and the
symmetry of the simple, elegant threeelement logo is destroyed. Most
universities have one or two elements
(usually letters) in their logo… Texas
A&M has three elements. The Block T
with the smaller A and M is a brilliant
way to create a simple, balanced logo
that is easily recognizable. The bevels
ruin all of this.
Many of us don’t understand why marketing continues to push the flawed beveled logo that so many
Aggies don’t like. Often when things don‟t make any sense it comes back to money. If, for some reason,
the Block aTm on the helmet has problems with trademarks, copyrights or licensing, perhaps the logo can be
modified or accented with something that is correct, visually balanced, and less embarrassing. Emphasizing
the “T” doesn‟t have to be done with incorrect bevels. For example, maybe the “T” can be made larger and
the “A” and “M” made smaller and more “tucked in”. I‟m sure there are other ways to create a variation of
the Block aTm that we can all be proud of if the classic Block aTm can‟t be trademarked and protected in
the same manner as the beveled aTm logo.
Academy and Walmart, as well as other retailers, carry beveled aTm gear that often looks bad. Almost
everything has the bevel aTm on it and some of the apparel has strange-looking bevel aTm logos (highlights
too thin, off center, missing, etc.). One decal company has even put the bevel aTm logo on the helmet. The
helmet decal pictured below is currently for sale at Academy in College Station. It seems that some
vendors and licensees find the bevel aTm logo too complicated and sometimes execute it poorly. When
the logo is reduced to a small size on items like caps the bevel aTm looks even worse. On embroidered
apparel the bevel aTm logo looks especially bad. The acute angles of the trapezoidal stripes don‟t translate
very well on small embroidered items. There is something to be said for keeping our logo simple. The
classic Block aTm has always sold. I don't think anyone ever refused to buy Aggie gear because it didn't
have the bevel aTm on it.
Top Horizontal Bevel Missing

Beveled Logo On Helmet; Should Be Block aTm

Below you can see how bad the bevels look when they are reproduced on smaller
embroidered items. The bevels are rarely the correct width and the acute trapezoid angles
are almost impossible to reproduce. Simpler is better on smaller, embroidered items. This
vendor also got us mixed-up with Mississippi State.

Here is a cup for sale at the Bryan
HEB that is missing 2 of the 4 bevels.

Below is another example where the vendor had a
difficult time replicating the acute angles of the
trapezoid-shaped bevel highlights.

To the left is an item for sale at CVS Pharmacy
in College Station. This vendor decided to color
the bevels black. This makes no sense since
light hitting the beveled surfaces would appear a
lighter shade of maroon, not a darker color such
as black.

On Rivals (linked below) Texas A&M is ranked #11 in football recruiting for
our most recent signing class, but we have the worst logo of any school by
far (at right). All you can see is a vertical white stripe. This logo was still
on Rivals when this letter was mailed.
http://rivals.yahoo.com/ncaa/football/recruiting/teamrank/2013/all/all

The washed-out
looking beveled logo
with the light gray
background looked
horrible on ESPN
when Texas A&M
was announced as the
winner of the
GameDay Fan vote.

Even A&M‟s staff seems to have occasional problems
executing the beveled logo. At Eric Hyman‟s
introductory press conference the small bevel
highlight at the lower right-hand corner is missing on
the large logo on the podium. This isn‟t a problem
anyone would have with the Block aTm.

Brand merchandising sales for Texas A&M are way up because of the SEC, the excitement of our
head coach Kevin Sumlin, and of course our Heisman-winning quarterback Johnny Manziel. Aggies
aren’t buying more apparel because of the bevel; fans are buying A&M gear despite the bevel. If
Texas A&M put pink polka dots on the "T" we would still support the Aggies and buy A&M gear. We
would still yell like crazy for A&M to win. Obviously this doesn't mean that a pink polka dots logo is the
very best that Texas A&M can do.
There is a huge demand for Block aTm merchandise. It would be a big mistake to not let retailers
make and carry Block aTm gear in an effort to force the beveled aTm logo on us. Many fans want
Block aTm gear yet we cannot find it. I have spoken to several retailers in Bryan-College Station and their
comments are that marketing only wants them to use the beveled aTm logo. Some Aggies simply refuse to
buy beveled aTm gear. I don‟t think an Aggie ever refused to buy Block aTm gear – the well-recognized
logo has been around for as long as anyone can remember and has been on our football helmet since 1965 –
everyone seems to like it.
It seems like the more that Aggie fans complain about the beveled logo the more that marketing implements
it. Honestly, what is accomplished with all of this flawed beveling? Why do we want to show the
world that we don’t know anything about the basic elements of geometry, graphics, aesthetics and
design every time we display our logo? Why does a world-class University so rich in tradition and history
from the late 1800s have a logo with incorrectly applied bevel highlights from a 1990s-era fad? Is there an
advantage to incorrectly beveling our logos, letters, and numbers that most Aggies don‟t understand? If
there is some hidden advantage please let us know what that is, because otherwise all of this is very
perplexing.
Growing up in the 1970s and 1980s (I graduated high school in Beaumont in 1983), I remember the
widespread use of Aggie Jokes. As soon as anyone discovered you liked A&M they would tell you an
Aggie Joke as if you couldn‟t wait to hear it. Back in the 1970s and 1980s (and earlier) when A&M was on
the long journey to greatness, we had to endure these Aggie Jokes. I guess it has to do with our history as a
small, regional military school serving students largely from a farming background. Texas A&M is so much
more today. We don‟t hear Aggie Jokes any more because we have risen above all that silliness. We are no
longer the underdog trying to accomplish so much with such limited resources. Today we are the
“Big Dog”. This is why the flawed beveled logo is so infuriating. Our logo is something that we have
absolute control over and we are failing – the beveled logo is not our best work.
It is usually better to have a
simple, classic and collegiate
logo rather than to utilize a
cheesy graphics fad from the
1990s. Going to the SEC
was a 100-year decision - and
I was all for it. Many Aggies
do not believe that adopting
the beveled aTm logo in 1999
was a 100-year decision. I
think that perhaps an intern at
Nike spent a total of about 5
minutes on it and somehow
our University eventually
decided to adopt it as our
primary logo. I know we can
do better – Aggies deserve
better. In 2013 the Block
aTm represents us well, just
as it did on Bubba Bean’s
helmet back in 1975.

Texas A&M University has a proud history that dates back to 1876. The Maroon & White Block T (with
or without the A and M) has always been a powerful symbol of Texas A&M that is recognized around
the world. For Aggies attending Texas A&M during three different centuries this logo has stood the test of
time. In 1999 some random bevel highlights were added to the Block aTm. These bevel highlights are
incorrect and only weaken the Block aTm logo used on the Fightin‟ Texas Aggie football helmet since 1965.

I am confident that continuing to use the beveled aTm logo is a mistake. I hope that you will consider all
of the information presented here if and when there is a decision on the future of the beveled aTm logo.
Gig „em,

Gregory W. Keith „87
702 Gaytha Cir. #2
Bryan, Texas 77801
979-204-0633
greg@marooned.biz
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